Enzymatic dispersion has been used to yield single cells from segments of bullfrog atrium . Previous data 
INTRODUCTION
Quantitative measurements of the magnitude and the time course of transmembrane ionic currents in cardiac muscle are limited by several inherent properties of most experimental preparations . For example, in ventricular and atrial trabeculae, as well as in isolated Purkinje fibers, the multicellular nature of the in vitro preparation gives rise to a number of significant technical and analytical problems : (a) significant axial and radial voltage decrements may extracellular spaces, and (c) the three-dimensional intercellular coupling and restricted extracellular pathways constitute a significant access or series resistance that may be variable, even during a single experiment . The microanatomy and the cell size of some small multicellular preparations (rabbit and dog Purkinje fibers : Sommer and Johnson, 1968 ; Colatsky and Tsien, 1979a) might minimize these problems ; nevertheless, they cannot be eliminated because of the inherent syncytial nature of cardiac muscle . As a result, a considerable effort has been directed toward developing techniques that may yield either viable isolated cardiac cells (Powell and Twist, 1976 ; Bustamonte et al., 1981) or clusters of cultured heart cells (Nathan and DeHaan, 1979 ; , which are more suitable for electrophysiological studies. We have recently refined a simple technique for isolating single myocytes from bullfrog atrium . These isolated cells are relaxed and quiescent, and they retain the electrophysiological properties of cells within the intact atrium .
Our previous two-microelectrode analysis of the passive electrical properties of these single atrial cells showed that the minimum DC space constant (mean: 921 pm) of quiescent, relaxed cells that have recovered from a second electrode impalement is approximately four times the average length of a cell (mean: 204 gm) . On this basis, we began a series of voltage-clamp experiments aimed at measuring each of the ionic currents underlying the action potential of single atrial cells. However, the conventional two-microelectrode approach involved a definite practical limitation : a very low success rate. We chose to study only those cells in which Vm was more negative than -80 mV after having "healed over" or recovered from the second impalement, The small diameter of the atrial cells and their ability to contract strongly when depolarized resulted in relatively few successful experiments, as well as severely limiting the recording time . These initial two-microelectrode voltage-clamp experiments did, however, reveal the presence of a small TTX-insensitive inward current. Moreover, these data indicated that the magnitude of this current, 3.23 X 10-1°A ± 47 .5 (mean ± SE, n = 6) is sufficient to generate the observed maximum rate of depolarization of the slow response recorded in the presence of TTX .
The small magnitude of ionic currents in this preparation suggested that a single-microelectrode voltage-clamp technique may be applicable, provided that acceptable impalements could be made with a single low-resistance microelectrode. Such a method would not require rapid switching between current-passing and voltage-recording modes (cf. Merickel, 1980 ; Fishman, 1982) since the maximum voltage recording error arising from the series resistance of a 1-MS2 electrode that simultaneously measures voltage and passes 1 nA of current would be only 1 mV. In addition, a single-microelectrode clamp of this design would be expected to exhibit a relatively wide bandwidth because capacitative coupling, which may occur between a current-passing and a voltage-measuring electrode, would be eliminated.
In this paper, we describe a straightforward method of impaling single atrial cells with a low-resistance microelectrode (0.5-2 .0 MSZ) . Seal resistances of several gigohms (109 0) are established routinely. This suction micropipette technique, in principle, is very similar to the one recently described by Hamill et al . (1981) . We compare it with conventional microelectrode methods by making transmembrane potential measurements . The magnitude and voltage dependence of the TTX-resistant inward current recorded with this singlemicroelectrode voltage-clamp technique is compared and contrasted with data obtained using a conventional two-microelectrode method . In additional voltage-clamp experiments, this new technique is used to study iNB, a timeindependent (background) current, and a time-dependent K+ current.
Some of these data have previously been reported in abstract form  Hume and Giles, 1982a, b) .
METHODS
The enzymatic dispersion procedure for isolating single bullfrog atrial cells, the experimental chamber, and the optical apparatus used in this study were identical to those described previously .
Solutions and Drugs
Standard Ringer's solution was kept saturated with 95% 02/5% C02 (pH 7.4) and contained (mM) : 90 .6 NaCl, 20 NaHC03, 2.5 KCI, 5.0 MgC12, 2.5 CaC12, and 10 glucose. When [Ca"] . was varied, the total divalent cation concentration was held constant by adding or withdrawing MgC12.
In Na-free experiments, the solution was saturated with 100% 02 and contained (mM) : 2.5 KCI, 5.0 MgC12, 2.5 CaC12, 10 glucose, 5 HEPES, and 217 sucrose. The pH of this solution was titrated to 7 .4 by adding NaOH . This produced a final Na' concentration of 1-2 mM . TTX was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co ., St . Louis, MO ; CdC12 was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co ., Inc., Milwaukee, WI . HEPES buffering was used in all Cd++ -containing Ringers.
Microelectrode Fabrication
Originally we planned to voltage-clamp and internally perfuse single atrial cells by using the recently developed suction pipette technique (Lee et al ., 1980) . However, the diameter of single frog atrial cells (4-7 Am) is much smaller than the diameter of rat ventricular myocytes (10-35 Am ; Powell and Twist, 1976) ; therefore, it was necessary to construct suction pipettes with tip sizes much smaller than those (10-15 Am) used by Lee et al . (1980) . The fabrication of acceptable pipettes having these very small tip diameters is rather difficult . Moreover, even if such pipettes can be made, their small tip size might compromise one important advantage of this approach : the 'ability to internally perfuse quickly and effectively . Therefore, the technique we use is a hybrid suction pipette method in which negative pressure is applied to low-resistance microelectrodes in order to establish a high-resistance seal and then rupture the sarcolemma, thereby forming a low-resistance pathway to the interior of the cell . No attempt has yet been made to assess whether effective internal perfusion can be accomplished with these small tip diameter microelectrodes.
For negative pressure to be transmitted effectively to the tip of a microelectrode, its shank must be relatively short (3-5 Am) . This was accomplished by using a singleturn heater coil on a vertical pipette puller (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA). Microelectrodes were selected which, when filled with 3 M KCI, had resistances ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 MO . The use of conventional fiber-filled microelectrode glass 
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THE JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY " VOLUME 81 -1983 tubing simplifies filling the electrodes with 3 M KCI. However, the fiber often occludes the tip and prevents the transmission of negative pressure through it. The use of Radnoti Glass Technology, Inc ., (Monrovia, CA) microstar capillary tubing (1 .0 mm OD) proved to be preferable because it has no fiber in the shank, but can be back-filled very readily . The KCI electrolyte solution was filtered through a membrane filter (0.45 jm pore size) before use .
Experimental Procedure
The low-resistance microelectrodes are mounted in a microelectrode holder that has a suction port (EH-900R ; W-P Instruments, Inc ., New Haven, CT) . A 2-ft length of polyethylene tubing (0.032 in ID) is connected from the suction port of the microelectrode holder to a 1-ml syringe (Hamilton 1001 ; A-M Systems, Toledo, OH), which is used to produce graded negative pressure . The microelectrode holder is carefully back-filled with 3 M KCI to ensure that no bubbles remain in the shank . The holder is then connected to a preamplifier (KS-700 ; W-P Instruments, Inc .), the headstage of which is mounted on the stage of an inverted microscope (Swift Instruments Ltd., San Jose, CA) .
Under magnification of 600, the microelectrode tip is very gently pressed against the sarcolemma of an isolated atrial cell . A sudden pulse of negative pressure is then applied using a valve connected to the syringe. After 10-30 s a very high seal resistance (several gigohms) is usually established . Typically, this sealing is followed by a rupture of the membrane, which is indicated by a rapid voltage deflection to -80 or -90 mV, i .e ., to the resting potential of a quiescent atrial cell. The negative pressure gradient is critical : if too much suction is applied, the cell will undergo irreversible contracture, but too little suction will fail to rupture the membrane . We have found that each microelectrode can be used only once, as is the case for the patch pipettes used to record single-channel currents (Neher et al ., 1978) .
The recent literature has included a number of interesting discussions of the possibility that there may be a significant leakage of K+ from conventional microelectrodes filled with 3 M KCI (cf. Fromm and Schultz, 1981) . This may be caused by elect rodiffusion and/or the hydrostatic pressure of the fluid-filled electrode shank, and it may be as large as 2 .0 X 10`14 mol/s for a 16-30-MU electrode . Two of our consistent findings rule out any significant net K + gain by impaled single atrial cells . (a) The reversal potential for the slow outward current (see Results) is very near the calculated Ek (see also Outward Current), and it remains stable for periods during which a series of voltage-clamp depolarizations are applied . (b) Stable resting potentials are measured in the cells for periods of at least 30 min .
Thus, it appears that the constant application of suction to the shank of our microelectrodes markedly reduces leakage of the electrolyte from the tip . However, relatively large membrane potential artefacts, about -15 mV, are observed in some impalements . Although the basis for this standing potential has not been investigated systematically ; it may arise from either (a) Ringers fluid being sucked into the tip of the microelectrode, or (b) a patch of sarcolemma moving into the electrode tip, thus displacing a tiny amount of 3 M KCI .
Enzymatically isolated single atrial cells have a relatively high input resistance (average of 220 M2 determined with conventional microelectrodes ; Hume and Giles, 1981) ; hence the ability to record "normal" resting membrane potentials with these low-resistance microelectrodes provides some evidence that large seal resistances are produced by the suction method . To measure the seal resistance, a series ofexperiments was done in which the microelectrode was connected to the input of a current-tovoltage amplifier . The seal resistances achieved before rupture of the atrial cell membrane averaged 12 .9 GSZ (±5 .1 SE, n = 8) . A direct comparison has been made of resting potentials and action potential parameters recorded with both the new suction microelectrode method and a previous conventional microelectrode technique . These data are presented in Table I , which demonstrates that there are no significant differences between the two techniques. The slightly higher value of Rin measured with suction microelectrode might be due to the higher seal resistance consistently obtained when using it as opposed to conventional microelectrodes.
Series Resistance (R 8) Determination
The equivalent circuit for our suction microelectrode is similar to that previously described for the suction pipette (Lee et al ., 1980) . The ability to use a single suction pipette or microelectrode to measure voltage and pass current simultaneously depends critically upon the magnitudes of (a) the total resistive pathway in series with the membrane resistance and (b) the magnitude of current flow. An upper limit of the series resistance in these experiments can be obtained by summing the maximum resistance of the microelectrode (2 MSZ) and the 1-MSZ resistor used to measure current, i .e ., the resistor placed between the microelectrode and the amplifier input stage (see Fig . 2 below) . If the peak of current flow under voltage-clamp conditions is 6 .0 X 10 -Io A, a maximum error of 1 .8 mV will result . Horn and Brodwick (1980) have recently pointed out that in the case of macroscopic suction pipettes (10-20 gm ID) the pipette resistance can increase dramatically after application of negative pressure. This has been attributed to the tip becoming partly occluded by cytoplasmic material . To determine whether our micropipette resistance shows a similar increase after application of negative pressure, tests such as that illustrated in Fig . 1 were carried out in a number of cells . After a gigohm seal was established and rupture of the membrane occurred, relatively large hyperpolarizing current pulses were applied to measure the total Re , manifested as the instantaneous voltage change . In the experiment shown in Fig . 1 , an instantaneous voltage drop of 1 .2 mV was detected (see inset) . The microelectrode resistance in this trial was 1 .8 MU and a 1-MSZ fixed resistor was used to measure current. The voltage drop across an R8 of 2 .8 MSZ produced by a current of 4 .0 X 10 -1°A would be 1 .1 mV . Therefore, some increase in Re did occur after establishment of the seal ; however, it was very small (see also Table II ) . In summary, the voltage drop across the total series resistance appears to be negligible, provided that the current flow is less than 1 X 10 -9 A . 81 -1983 Voltage Clamp A block diagram of the potential recording and voltage-clamp circuits is shown in Fig . 2 . The voltage signal from the suction micropipette was led to the (-) side of a FET input unity gain amplifier (KS-700 ; W-P Instruments, Inc .) . As pointed out previously , the rather large input resistance of the isolated atrial myocytes (200-300 MS2) makes it essential to null completely the leakage 3X10-10 p I 2 X 10-2 V 10 MS Measurement of the series resistance (R8) after establishment of a gigohm seal with a suction microelectrode . A large hyperpolarization from the resting potential was elicited by intracellular injection of inward current through the suction microelectrode . The small instantaneous voltage jump (see inset) at the ON is due to a voltage drop across Rs (see text for further explanation) .
COMPARISON OF TOTAL SERIES RESISTANCE (R s) WITH MICROPIPETTE RESISTANCE (&)
* RQ is the sum of the micropipette resistance and a 1-MS2 fixed resistor that was used to measure current.
current of this amplifier at regular intervals . The membrane potential signal, -Vm, was then compared with the rectangular command voltage level using a differential amplifier (AM 502 ; Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR) having variable gain and bandwidth. Typically, this feedback amplifier was run at a gain of 300 with a bandwidth of DC-3 kHz. The error signal was applied to the suction micropipette via the current-passing section (denoted S) of the KS-700. The rectangular pulses were generated by applying the TTL pulses from a digital clock (W-P Instruments, Inc .) to a voltage divider circuit, which had an optical isolation unit at its output . The holding potential was varied by applying a 5-V DC level to a second voltage divider circuit .
Membrane current was monitored in two ways. Initially, it was collected in the superfusion chamber using an Ag/AgCl pellet connected to a conventional operational amplifier circuit arranged as a current-to-voltage converter . Later, and in the majority of the experiments illustrated in this paper, current was measured as the voltage drop across a 1-MO resistor positioned at the output of the feedback amplifier. The differential amplifier used for this purpose was designed and constructed by Dr. T . Experimental setup for single suction microelectrode voltage clamp. Diagram illustrates a single atrial cell attached to a suction microelectrode. The potential (V~n) was monitored using a KS-700 microprobe system (W-P Instruments, Inc.). The rectangular box denoted S is a port on the KS-700 that permits current injection through the high-impedance probe . Note that current can be measured in two different ways: (a) by collecting it in the superfusion chamber, or (b) as the 0 V across a 1-MSZ resistor placed at the output of the voltage-clamp amplifier.
lwazumi, University of Texas, Galveston, TX. It has very low input capacitance (±1 X 10 -13 F) and a bandwidth of DC-100 kHz . Both methods of current measurement gave similar results ; however, the latter method significantly improved the signal-tonoise ratio . A virtual ground circuit (model 180 ; W-P Instruments, Inc .) was used to stabilize the bath potential .
Membrane potential and current signals were monitored using a storage oscilloscope and recorded continuously on an FM tape recorder (model 3964; HewlettPackard, Co., San Diego, CA) operated at a bandwidth of DC-5 kHz . Data analysis was done off-line by replaying the recorded data into either a storage oscilloscope or a pressurized ink pen recorder (model 440; Gould-Brush Instruments, Cleveland, OH) . 81 -1983 Covina, CA) at a bandwidth of DC-20 kHz . Subsequent off-line analysis was done with a digital processing oscilloscope (model 3001 ; Norland Corp., Fort Atkinson, WI) .
In certain experiments, series resistance compensation was necessary . The original method of was implemented by adding part of the signal from the current-to-voltage converter to the command voltage . In addition, we incorporated a suggestion of Sigworth (1980) , which greatly improves the clamp stability when Re compensation is used. This involves filtering the current monitor signal at a high frequency in order to minimize phase mismatches within the feedback loop . In our experiments, an eighth-order Butterworth filter was set at 25 kHz . This means that the series resistance is compensated effectively at times longer than^"40 PS after the "make or break" of a command clamp pulse .
RESULTS

Membrane Capacitance
The membrane capacitance of single frog atrial cells was studied using both one-and two-microelectrode voltage-clamp techniques. Fig. 3A illustrates the surge of capacitative current flow in response to a 20-mV depolarizing voltageclamp step obtained with the one-microelectrode voltage-clamp method . A peak magnitude of^-6 X 10 -9 A is reached within 60 ps ; the current then decays with single exponential time course (panel C) having a time constant of^-200 p.s .
Previous double sucrose gap voltage-clamp measurements of the capacitative transient (icap) in bullfrog atrial trabeculae have yielded variable and conflicting results . Rougier et al . (1968) originally reported that icap decayed with a single exponential time course that varied widely (0 .2-5 .9 ms) . Tarr and Trank (1971) also found the decay of icap to be a single exponential, but their data yielded a T of^-1 ms. Connor et al . (1975) later showed that the time course of the decay of icap in frog atrium is best described as the sum of two or three exponentials having T's ranging from 0.13 to 4.2 ms.
The relatively fast rate of decay ofthe capacitative transients recorded from single atrial cells may be attributed to a significant reduction in the series resistance . A large series resistance arising from, e .g., endothelial layers of tissue and/or intercellular clefts in multicellular preparations (see Attwell and Cohen, 1977) would be expected to slow the decay of the capacitative transient . The single exponential time course of decay of icap implies that a single atrial cell can be modeled as a simple parallel RC network . This equivalent circuit is consistent with the previous anatomical studies which have shown that the T system is sparse or absent in frog heart cells (Barr et al ., 1965; Sommer and Johnson, 1969; Page and Niedergerke, 1972) .
The total capacitance of a single atrial cell and the specific membrane capacitance can be obtained from the integral of the capacitative currents and the membrane surface area. The total capacitance of a single atrial cell obtained using the one-microelectrode voltage-clamp method was calculated to be 7 .6 X 10-11 F (± 0.5 SE, n = 5) . Assuming single atrial cells to have a cylindrical geometry (d = 5 p, m; , the calculated surface areas range from 3.0 to 3 .5 X 10-5 cm2, and the resulting specific membrane capacitance is 2.3 t,F/cm2 (± 0.2 SE, n = 5) . Identical experimental protocols, using a two-microelectrode voltage-clamp method, yielded a total membrane capacitance of 7 .6 X 10-11 F (± 0.9 SE, n = 5) and a specific membrane capacitance of 2.4 t,F/cm 2 (± 0.3 SE, n = 5) . Hence, both voltage-clamp methods yielded similar values for the total and the specific membrane capacitance. These values of the specific membrane capacitance are also quite similar to those estimated previously from our two-microelectrode study of the decay of electrotonic potentials (2 .2 ,uF/cm2; Hume and Giles, 1981) . However, all of these estimates are based upon surface area calculations which assume a simple right cylinder geometry of the cell and hence neglect any contribution of surface caveoli to the total membrane surface area. If these surface caveoli increase the total surface area by 50% (Masson-Pevet et al., 1980) , then the specific membrane capacitance is -1 .5 [,F/cm2, a value within the accepted range of most biological membranes (Cole, 1968) .
Careful comparison of the time course of (a) the approach of icap to the baseline and (b) the settling time of the clamp step can provide information regarding the presence and magnitude of the total series resistance. The data obtained from atrial trabeculae (Rougier et al., 1968 ; Tarr and Trank, 1971) showed quite clearly that i,ap did not decay completely until 1-2 ms after the clamp step had reached a constant value, which indicates that the series resistance is appreciable in these preparations . From our data in Fig. 3A , it is apparent that the decay of i,ap does "lag" the settling of the voltage step, which suggests that a significant resistance is in series with the membrane resistance .
If the decay of icap is limited only by the resistance to longitudinal current flow (Ri) within the cell, it is possible to estimate the time constant of decay of icap using the approach of Schoenberg et al. (1975) . The final time constant of decay of Z'Cap for a voltage step in a RC cable with sealed ends is given by :
A is the longitudinal space constant and h is 0.5 of the cell length . Using our previously determined values for Tn, (19.7 ms) and A (921 ILm), T°should be^"95 /is, or about twice as fast as that observed . The major portion of the series resistance is probably due to the micropipette resistance, when a single pipette is used to pass current and simultaneously monitor transmembrane potential. To test this, we determined the total series resistance from the capacitative transients (Re = AVm/Olpeak ; Connor et al., 1975) and compared these values with the micropipette resistances that were measured before attaching to the cell. Such a comparison was made in seven cells; these results are summarized in Table II . The mean value of the total series resistance determined from the capacitative transients was^-20% greater than the mean value of the combined micropipette resistance and the 1-MSZ fixed resistor . This may indicate either that the additional 500-kS2 resistance is intrinsic to the preparation and bath, or that there is a small increase in the pipette tip resistance after attachment to the cell surface, coincident with formation of the giga-seal. When expressed in terms of the cell surface area, this resistance is 23 Rcm2. For comparison, measurements of RB in multicellular cardiac preparations yield values ranging from 200 to 600 SZcm 2 (Beeler and Reuter, 1970 ; New and Trautwein, 1972) . Although relatively low-resistance micropipettes (0.5-2 .0 Ma) can be used in these experiments, a shortcoming of the single-electrode clamp method is the slowing of the capacity transients caused by the micropipette tip resistance. This becomes more pronounced for larger voltage-clamp steps and may prevent quantitative analysis of ionic currents with rapid activation kinetics . It was important therefore to determine whether most of the series resistance arising from the micropipette tip could be effectively nulled with series resistance compensation . Fig. 3B shows the time course of the capacitative transient recorded from a cell using compensated feedback . Compensating for RB increases the peak amplitude of Z 'Cap and accelerates its rate of decay. The rate of decay of icap when Re is compensated is close to that expected if the decay of icap is limited only by the intracellular resistance. It is usually not possible to achieve faster transients than those shown in Fig. 3B , because when compensated feedback is used, the feedback loop is prone to oscillation, which immediately causes cell death. In summary, these results suggest that compensated feedback can significantly reduce the contribution of the micropipette tip resistance to the total series resistance. When a command voltage step is applied, this compensation shortens the time needed for the transmembrane voltage to be clamped to the new potential .
Two Transient Inward Currents
Previous experiments using standard microelectrode techniques have established that in single bullfrog atrial cells, two types of regenerative response can be elicited by intracellular stimulation . In normal Ringers solution, action potentials with a maximum rate of depolarization ( VmaX) of -40 V/s are typically recorded . After addition of micromolar concentrations of TTX, action potentials of similar magnitude and duration can be elicited; however, the maximum rate of depolarization of these slow responses is reduced to^-2 V/s. Our initial voltage-clamp experiments were aimed at investigating the nature of the transient inward currents underlying these responses in single atrial cells. Both the one-microelectrode voltage clamp and a conventional two-microelectrode clamp technique were used .
Examples of the two types of regenerative responses that can be elicited in single atrial myocytes are illustrated in Fig. 4A . A sequence of six elicited action potentials is shown: the first action potential was obtained before addition of TTX and the remaining five were obtained during the wash-in of 30 uM TTX. In this cell, TTX slowed the maximum rate of depolarization, reduced the overshoot, and prolonged the action potential duration . The action potential recorded before TTX and the final action potential recorded in 30 g,M TTX are similar to fast and slow responses which have been recorded Action potentials and the underlying inward currents in single isolated bullfrog atrial cells. Panel A shows an action potential elicited in standard Ringers solution ; the five additional action potentials that are superimposed were obtained after starting the superfusion of 3.0 X 10-5 M TTX. Panel B shows the effects of the same dose of TTX under voltage-clamp conditions . Repetitive 90-mV voltage-clamp steps from a holding potential of -90-mV were applied immediately after starting the superfusion of TTX (the largest transient inward current was elicited prior to TTX superfusion) . Panel C shows the same currents as in B at a higher gain . R8 compensation and the single suction micropipette voltage clamp were used . The stimuli and clamp pulses were applied at 0.25 Hz .
5 ms was observed . The peak magnitude of this fast inward transient current was 4.2 X 10-9 A. During the wash-in of 30 p.M TTX, the magnitude of the transient fast inward current progressively declined ; thus, the sixth voltageclamp pulse apparently failed to elicit an inward current. However, when the gain of the current trace was increased (panel C), the presence of a small, TTX-insensitive transient inward current was revealed (indicated by arrow) . This inward current was consistently observed even after long-term (several hours) application of TTX. In the cell shown in Fig. 4C , this TTX-insensitive inward current reached its peak value within 4 ms at an amplitude of 2.2 X 10 -1°A . It then turned off with a much slower time course than the larger and faster transient inward current . The presence of these two pharmacologically distinct transient inward currents has been observed consistently and confirms earlier findings in frog atrial trabeculae (Rougier et al., 1969 ; Tarr and Trank, 1971) .
The data in Fig. 4 may be indicative of use-dependent block of iNa by TTX. This phenomenon has been described recently in multicellular cardiac preparations (Baer et al., 1976; Cohen et al., 1981) . However, this possibility will have to be carefully re-assessed under conditions in which the time course of equilibration of the toxin within the experimental chamber is controlled systematically.
Sodium Inward Current
The sensitivity to TTX and kinetics of the fast transient current suggest that it is a sodium current, similar to that previously studied in intact frog atrium (Haas et al., 1971) . A series of experiments were carried out to assess the usefulness of a single-micropipette voltage clamp for studying the fast inward sodium current. In principle, the single atrial cell preparation offers several advantages for studying iN a. (a) The absence of an extensive T system is likely to minimize the possibility of any significant radial voltage inhomogeneity. (b) The relatively slow rate of depolarization of the action potential (40 V/s) indicates that the peak inward sodium current may be relatively small, even in normal extracellular sodium.
Despite these advantages, however, the single-microelectrode voltage clamp may be limited by a series resistance error, since in normal Ringers iNa is 3-6 nA in size . The pipette resistances ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 MSZ ; hence, the voltage error during the flow ofsuch Na+ currents will be significant. To assess the extent of this series resistance error, we have compared the kinetics and voltage dependence of iNa using the single-microelectrode clamp with and without compensated feedback . Fig. 5 shows the results of one such experiment . CdC12 (10-3 M) was used to block the TTX-insensitive inward current (see TTX-insensitive Inward Current below) . The left panel shows iNa elicited by progressive voltage clamp steps to -57, -35, and +5 mV from a holding potential of -95 mV in normal Ringers solution. The time to peak of iNa gets faster as the cell is clamped to more positive potentials . However, the relatively slow settling of the capactitative transient is also evident in the absence of compensated feedback. From the voltage traces corresponding to these currents, it is apparent that during the large surge of icap, the voltage is not constant . At the peak of iNa on the second step, there is a clear inflection of the voltage trace, which indicates some loss of control.
The current and voltage traces in the right panel of Fig. 5 were obtained in the same cell using compensated feedback . Identical voltage-clamp steps to -57, -35, and +5 mV elicited significantly larger sodium currents with a much faster time to peak . It is also clear that the decay of ic., is speeded considerably, being complete within 400 us. The lower traces show the In Fig. 6 the current-voltage relation of the peak inward current in this experiment is plotted . The open circles indicate data obtained without compensated feedback. The peak inward current occurred near -50 mV at an amplitude of 3 .2 X 10_ s A . There is a clear asymmetry in the voltage dependence, which is probably indicative of poor voltage control caused by the presence of a large series resistance (Taylor et al ., 1960; Jack et al ., 1975) . When series resistance compensation is used (filled circles), the peak of the I-V relation is increased to 5 .2 X 10 -s A and is shifted^"20 mV to the right . In addition, series resistance compensation makes the peak inward current-voltage relation for iNa much more symmetrical. It would appear therefore that the major effects of the series resistance (which is largely attributable to the pipette resistance) are a slowing of the kinetics, a distortion of the voltage dependence, and an attenuation of the amplitude of iNa. To assess whether the peak inward current-voltage relation of iNa obtained using compensated feedback accurately reflects the voltage dependence of iNa, a series of experiments was carried out using partially blocking doses of TTX1 to reduce the magnitude of iNa. An interesting consistent finding is that the Na' current of single frog atrial cells has approximately the same sensitivity to TTX as found in nerve (Narahashi et al., 1964) . This high sensitivity to TTX is unusual for Na' channels in heart (Dudel et al., 1967 ; Narahashi, 1974 ; Baer et al ., 1976 ; Cohen et al., 1979) . However, a relatively high sensitivity to TTX has previously been observed in intact frog atrial trabeculae (Tarr and Trank, 1974 ; Connor et al ., 1975) . In addition, Tanaka and Barr (1982) have reported that a frog myocardial sarcolemma preparation has a high affinity binding site for saxitoxin . Therefore, the high sensitivity of single atrial cells to TTX is not necessarily surprising ; it may indicate that the enzymatic dispersion procedure does not modify the sodium channel. A high sensitivity to TTX has also been found in the chick embryonic heart (Iijima and Pappano, 1979) . Fig. 7 shows a peak inward current-voltage relation obtained without compensated feedback in the presence of 3 X 10 -8 M TTX and 1 X 10-4 M CdC12. This concentration of TTX reduced the peak magnitude of iN a by -10-fold. Peak inward current is first detected near -60 mV and it reaches a maximum (-4.0 X 10-1°A) near -25 mV. The apparent reversal potential is One test that assesses the adequacy of voltage control during activation of a fast transient current (e.g., iNa) is to terminate the voltage-clamp step near the peak of its activation (Harrington and Johnson, 1973 ; Colatsky and Tsien, 1979b ; Brown et al ., 1981) . Fig. 8 illustrates this type of experiment under compensated feedback conditions . From a holding potential of -90 mV, three voltage-clamp steps to -30 mV were applied for durations of 0.85, 1.5, and 1 .9 ms. The current tails immediately following repolarization to -90 mV exhibit a smooth and rapid decay : ic.P merges with the tail currents of iNa , which appear to decline in amplitude as the duration of the voltage pulse is increased. These results suggest that adequate voltage control can be achieved even during the peak sodium current, provided that compensated feedback is used to overcome the influence of the pipette tip resistance. A complete "envelope of tails" experiment for iNa has not yet been attempted. This will be done in conjunction with a more detailed study of iNa .
It should be noted, however, that none of the above tests establishes unequivocally that the single atrial cell is space clamped during the activation Table I in conjunction with the data obtained using compensated feedback shown in Fig. 7 yields the following data . The average input resistance, measured with one microelectrode, of an atrial cell is^"300 MU, giving a minimum DC space constant of 1,008 Jim . The slope resistance of the IN . I-V, measured between 0 mV and the apparent reversal potential, drops to 14 MO. Since the space constant is proportional to N/Rm, this means that the minimum active DC space constant is -215 J,m, or 1 cell length . In summary, although the iNa data recorded in 100% [Na']. meet a number of criteria for adequate space clamping, caution should be 5 X 10 -9 A 1 MS FIGURE 8. Test of voltage control during peak iN a. Superimposed current records were elicited during voltage-clamp steps from a holding potential of -90 to -30 mV for durations of0.85, 1 .5, and 1 .9 ms. Note smooth and rapid decays of i, .p which merge into sodium tail currents. RB compensation was used . Data were replayed from an FM tape recorder operated at a bandwidth of 20 kHz.
exercised, and more favorable conditions (50% [Na+]o) will be used in future, more quantitative studies.
TTX-insensitive Inward Current
A smaller and slower transient inward current (shown in panel C of Fig. 4) can be recorded in the presence of 3 X 10-5 M TTX, a 1,000-fold higher TTX dose than was shown to reduce iNa by 10-fold (see above) . Under these conditions, there is nearly a complete block of iNa by TTX. Our data consistently show that 3 X 10-5 M TTX does not reduce further the magnitude of the residual, or second, inward current (see Fig. 4) . holding potential (-80 mV = zero current potential) . Note that voltage-clamp steps ± 10 mV from the holding potential elicit quasi-instantaneous jumps of steady current which are not of equal magnitude. Since the depolarizing voltage-clamp step to -70 mV elicits an apparent instantaneous jump of current which is smaller than that elicited by the hyperpolarizing voltageclamp step to -90 mV, it appears that the time-independent, background I-
TTX-insensitive (3 X 10-6 M TTX) ionic currents elicited by voltage-clamp steps (in 10-mV increments) from the holding potential of -80 mV. The numbers to the left of each current trace refer to the level of each voltage-clamp step . Data were displayed on a chart recorder after being recorded on an FM tape recorder at a 5-kHz bandwidth.
V relation is not linear near the resting potential (see Background Time-independent Current) . A similar phenomenon, attributed to inward-going rectification of a K+ channel, has previously been observed in voltage-clamp recordings from syncytial cardiac preparations (cf. Noble and Tsien, 1968) .
Voltage-clamp steps to progressively more positive potentials (-50 to -40 mV) elicit a small inward current which turns on and remains activated for the duration of the 250-ms pulse. The failure to inactivate completely is somewhat surprising. This region of the I-V relation of most multicellular cardiac preparations has been reported to be dominated by an inwardly rectifying time-independent outward current, ik,, (Noble, 1965 ; McAllister and Noble, 1966 ; Noble, 1979) . Since in atrial cells having normal resting potentials this small inward component may persist for seconds, we will refer to it as a TTX-insensitive, persistent inward current . Larger depolarizations elicit a transient inward current with an apparent threshold near -30 mV. A striking difference between this transient current and the slow inward current, ie,, which has been previously studied in a variety of other cardiac preparations, is its very rapid onset, or speed of activation (4-7 ms time to peak at +10 mV; see also Fig. 4) . In response to moderate depolarizations, this transient inward current declines to a steady level which, however, is still inward . As shown in Fig. 9 , the transient inward current peaks between 0 and +10 mV, at a magnitude of^"2 .5 X 10-I°A, and exhibits an apparent reversal potential near +60 mV. Depolarizations to +20 mV or beyond cause the late current (measured at the end of a 250-ms pulse) to become outward (see Time-dependent Outward Current) .
As previously discussed, the use of a single suction microelectrode for measuring potential and injecting current simultaneously is not expected to produce a significant distortion of the time course or voltage dependence of the TTX-insensitive transient inward current, since its peak magnitude is very small. This supposition can be tested empirically by comparing the I-V relations of the TTX-insensitive inward current measured (a) with a single suction microelectrode and (b) with two microelectrodes, one to measure potential and one to inject current. These I-V relations are shown in Fig. 10 . The data from the single suction microelectrode experiments represent the mean values of the peak inward and late (250 ms) currents recorded in eight different cells. The data for the two-microelectrode experiments represent mean values of the peak inward and late (250 ms) currents recorded in three different cells. It is apparent that very similar results are obtained by the two methods : the voltage dependence and peak magnitude of the TTX-insensitive transient inward current agree within experimental error. The mean peak amplitude of TTX-insensitive current recorded in eight cells using a singlemicropipette voltage clamp corresponds to a peak inward current density of -9 X 10-6 A/cm2. As noted previously in the description of iNa, it is possible to assess the degree to which the single cell is space-clamped during activation of 1c,++ . In Fig. 10 , the maximum slope conductance in the range of potentials positive to 0 mV is 156 MR. When compared with the RI N of the single electrode data (Table I: 284 MSZ), this suggests that the DC space constant of the quiescent cell (-1,008 j,m) will be reduced by a factor of 1 .35 during activation of ica++. Note, however, that this reduction still gives a "space constant" of 747 I,m, or about three times the length of a single atrial cell.
There are two definite advantages of using a single suction microelectrode rather than two conventional microelectrodes: (a) a single-electrode impalement is easier to obtain and hold, and (b) it has the ability to achieve a very high seal resistance. Both of these dramatically reduce the magnitude of leak current artefacts that arise from incomplete sealing around microelectrodes . This series of voltage-clamp protocols was performed only on single cells in which a high shunt resistance was established by the suction microelectrodes, i.e., those that exhibit quiescent resting potentials between -80 and -90 mV . In each experiment, the myocyte was initially clamped to a holding potential very close to its resting or zero-current potential . Care was taken to correct for I(+10-12 A) +200 -400 FIGURE 10 .
Peak inward current (circles) and late current (squares ; measured at the end of 250 ms) recorded in the presence of 3 X 10 -6 M TTX and [Ca"], 2.5 X 10 -3 M. The peak inward, or minimum outward, current was measured with reference to the zero current level, since in all cases the holding potential was set close to the resting potential. No leakage correction procedures were used . The filled symbols represent mean values for eight cells obtained with the single suction microelectrode voltage clamp. The open symbols represent mean values for three cells and were obtained using a conventional twomicroelectrode voltage clamp. Vertical bars denote standard errors . Note that (a) there are no significant differences between the data obtained using these two voltage-clamp methods, and (b) a persistent inward current remains at the end of the 250-ms pulse in the range (-60 to +10 mV). small changes in tip potentials (only electrodes with tip potentials <5 mV were used), and the stability of zero-current potential was checked at the end of each protocol by turning off the clamp and measuring the membrane potential directly . Each current-voltage relation has been plotted with reference to the zero-current potential (e .g ., the resting membrane potential) .
To further characterize the TTX-resistant transient inward current, we have examined its sensitivity to changes in [Ca"]. or [Na']., and have applied agents that block Ca'-" channels . Fig. 11 illustrates the effects of increasing [Ca++ ]o from 2.5 to 7 .5 mM in TTX-containing Ringer (3 X 10-s M) . The magnitude of transient inward current recorded at the peak of the I-V relation was increased about twofold by increasing [Ca"] .and the apparent reversal potential was shifted -10 mV in the depolarizing direction. This is consistent with an increase in driving force in 7 .5 mM Ca++ , if Ca++ is the major permeant cation . Surprisingly, there is little change in the late I-V relation measured at 250 ms. In particular, the persistent inward current component is not changed significantly .
The results of experiments such as those shown in Fig. 11 also indicate that the time course of the inactivation of the TTX-resistant transient inward current is modified by changes in [Ca++ ] o. This may indicate that inactivation of this current is at least partially mediated by a current-dependent process (see Hume and Giles, 1982a) , as originally described in Paramecium (Brehm and Eckert, 1978) and Aplysia neurones (Tillotson, 1979) . Alternative mechanisms for inactivating the slow inward current in frog atrial trabeculae have previously been described (Horackova and Vassort, 1976; Fischmeister et al ., 1981) .
In other experiments, [Ca++] o has been replaced completely by [Mg++] o. As shown in Fig. 12 , the TTX-resistant transient inward current disappears completely in this nominally zero [Ca++ ] o, which further suggests that this current is predominantly a Ca current . The relative insensitivity of the persistent inward current to short-term changes in [Ca++ ] o is again observed (for further discussion, see Background Time-independent Currents) .
Possible contributions to the TTX-insensitive transient inward current either by Na+ influx through a TTX-insensitive Na' channel or by Na+ influx through the Ca++ channel were assessed in a series of experiments in which NaCl was replaced completely by sucrose. Superfusion with Na+-free Ringers solution produced a rapid contracture of all the cells in the recording chamber; thus, it was impossible to obtain data from the same cell before and after changing to 0 [Na+]o. Within 15 min in 0-Na + Ringers, some cells relaxed, making it possible to establish a giga-seal and perform voltage-clamp protocols. Fig. 13 shows the mean values from three such cells for peak inward and late currents (250 ms) in 0 [Na+ ]o and TTX (3 X 10-6 M) . Comparison of Figs. 10 and 13 shows that very little change occurred in (a) the amplitude of the peak inward current or (b) the apparent reversal potential. Although more extensive studies are required to determine conclusively the extent to which Na' influx through Ca' channels contributes to ica in single atrial cells; these data suggest that no significant TTX-insensitive Na' flux generates either (a) the TTX-insensitive transient inward current, ica++, or (b) the persistent inward current .
From the data presented in Figs . 11-13, it would appear that the persistent inward current is uninfluenced by short-term exposure to either nominally 0 [Na+ ] o or 0 [Ca++] o . A possible explanation for this finding is that this current is carried by Ca" and/or Na+ which is bound to sites on the sarcolemma. Our preliminary data (Hume and Giles, unpublished) indicate that La++ (0.1 mM) will block this persistent inward current. Since it is not reduced signifi- cantly in nominally 0 [Na']., the persistent inward current is unlikely to be generated entirely by an electrogenic Na + /Ca++ exchange mechanism (cf. Mullins, 1979 ; Chapman, 1979) .
A major difficulty in the study of Ca++ currents has been an inability to define accurately its reversal potential (for review see Hagiwara and Byerly, 1981) . This is primarily due to technical difficulties in the measurement and interpretation of outwardly directed current through Ca channels. Most estimates of a reversal potential for 1Ca in multicellular cardiac preparations indicate that Ere,, is much more negative than the Eca++ calculated from the Nernst equation, if intracellular free Ca ++ is near 10-7 M (Beeler and Reuter, 1970 ; New and Trautwein, 1972; McDonald and Trautwein, 1978) . Possible explanations for this observation include Na' influx (Rougier et al ., 1969) and/or K + efflux through Ca++ channels (Reuter and Scholz, 1977) . Our results indicate an apparent Ere, near +50 to +60 mV (see Fig . 10 ), although these data have not been corrected for leakage currents . An interesting finding regarding the reversal of ICa is shown in Fig. 14 to its reversal potential (approximately +60 mV) consistently elicit outward currents that relax with a time course similar to that observed for inwardly directed ica at certain more negative potentials . These current records may illustrate an actual reversal of "Ca since both the inward and outward currents are blocked by Ca++ antagonists. Future experiments will focus on determining whether this transient it, current is due to either Ca++ efflux or K+ efflux through Ca channe s (cf. Lee and Tsien, 1982) . i ( .10-I2a) -300 FIGURE 12. Peak inward and late current-voltage relation in 3 X 10-b M TTX and 2.5 mM CaC12 (open symbols) and 10 min after equimolar substitution of CaC12 by MgCl2 (filled symbols), i.e., nominally 0 mM CaC12. The total divalent cation concentration was constant . Circles are peak inward or minimal outward current, and squares are late current measured at the end of the 250-ms command pulse.
The influence of Ca"-channel antagonists on the TTX-resistant inward current in single atrial cells has been studied qualitatively. In Fig. 15 , the effects of 10-3 M CdC12 are shown. Cd++ produces a substantial block of the transient inward current. Note, however, that the late currents (in particular the TTX-insensitive persistent inward current) are not changed significantly . Cd++ has been shown to be an effective blocker of Ca" channels in a variety of excitable tissues (Adams, 1980 ; Kostyuk, 1980 ; Fox and Krasne, 1981) and to have little direct effect on K+ currents in the node of Ranvier (Arhem, on April 14, 2008 www.jgp.org Downloaded from 1980) . The block we observe is not likely to be due to a surface charge effect, since divalent cation concentration was kept constant by equimolar substitution of Mg++. D-600 and Ni ++ also block the transient inward current in atrial cells ; however, Cd ++ appears to be more selective. From the I-V relation it appears that a small change in Ere may have occurred. However, since the currents are not leakage corrected, a decrease in ica in the presence of a steady background leak current could change the apparent reversal potential . For instance, in squid giant axon TTX has been shown to produce an apparent shift in EN . merely by reducing the magnitude of ?'Na relative to steady state background currents in (Moore et al ., 1967) .
Time-dependent Outward Current Peak inward and late current-voltage relation in nominally Nafree Ringers containing 3 X 10 -6 M TTX . Circles indicate the mean peak inward or minimal outward current and squares show the mean late current measured at 250 ms (n = 3) . Data were obtained -15 min after switching to Na-free Ringers solution (see text for details) .
The outward current(s) has been studied extensively in intact frog atrial trabeculae. However, considerable disagreement exists regarding the number ofcurrents, their activation ranges, and their time dependence (DeHemptinne, 1971 ; Ojeda and Rougier, 1974; Brown et al ., 1976; see Carmeliet and Vereecke, 1979, for review) . It was therefore of interest to examine the outward current(s) in single atrial cells . Our initial experiments were carried out to determine whether (a) a slow outward current could consistently be recorded, (b) one or more than one Hodgkin-Huxley conductance component was required to describe the data, and (c) the current was carried mainly by K+ . Fig. 16 shows the results of an experiment aimed at characterizing the slow outward current . The voltage was stepped to +20 mV for 500 ms from a holding potential of -90 mV (zero-current potential for this cell), followed by 600-ms voltage-clamp steps back to -70, -95, and -110 mV (tails photographically superimposed) . The first or conditioning voltage-clamp step to +20 mV elicits both inward and outward currents. The TTX-resistant transient inward current activates and then turns off within 100 ms. This is 20 ms 
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THE JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY -VOLUME 81 -1983 followed by the apparently sigmoid activation of an outward current . The second or test voltage step back to -70 mV results in a outward tail that declines with a single exponential time course . Additional current records for such paired-pulse experiments have been superimposed photographically . When the test voltage-clamp step is to -95 mV, no tail current is recorded; however, if the test step is to -110 mV, a slow inward tail is observed. In six additional experiments in 2 .5 [K + ] o, this slow outward current reversed between -95 to -100 mV, which suggests that it is carried mainly by K+.
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+20 100 ms FIGURE 16 . Activation and reversal potential of the slow outward current in an isolated single atrial cell. This experiment was done in the presence of TTX (3 X 10-s M) using the single suction microelectrode voltage clamp. Holding potential : -90 mV. The current and voltage records were made by photographic superposition after being displayed on a chart recorder . The first or conditioning pulse was to +20 mV for 500 ms . The second or test clamp steps were to potentials of -70, -95, and -105 mV . The reversal potential is near -95 mV.
This outward current is consistently observed in single bullfrog atrial cells . Experiments such as the one illustrated in Fig . 16 indicate that during the time course ofan action potential (^" 500 ms), the K+ current is not significantly influenced by K + accumulation . It may seem that the problem of K+ accumulation could be avoided completely in single myocytes . However, the caveolae and/or the T system (in the case of ventricular cells) may form restricted compartments and increase the likelihood of accumulation/depletion phenomena, which might then modulate the slow outward current . Fig .  17 shows the results of an additional experiment in which longer prepulses were used and a considerably larger K + current was activated . In panel A, a 1-s voltage step to +45 mV elicits -8.0 X 10-1°A of time-dependent outward current . The superimposed tail current records again show that Ere, is near -95 mV. If the prepulse voltage step to +45 mV is lengthened to 2 s, -10-9 A B -65 / .75 SCE 85 -1 95 05 -110 FIGURE 17 . Activation and reversal of the slow outward current elicited by long depolarizing clamp steps. These experiments were carried out in the presence of TTX (3 X 10 -6 M), using the single suction micropipette voltage clamp. Holding potential: -90 mV . The outward current was activated by repetitive application of a 1-s (panel A) or 2-s (panel B) conditioning pulse to +45 mV, applied at a frequency of 0.2 Hz . The reversal potential was determined by following the conditioning pulse with a 1-s test pulse to the potentials shown in panel A. The same test potentials were applied in panel B, with the exception that the most negative potential was to -115 mV as opposed to -110 mV. The current tails were photographically superimposed . Note that the reversal potential remains fixed near -95 mV after conditioning pulses of either 1 or 2 s.
A of outward current is activated, but Ere,, remains near -95 mV . In Fig. 18 Kinetics of decay of outward tail currents . Panel A shows high gain tails of outward current recorded at -65 mV after 1-and 2-s rectangular depolarizing pulses to +45 mV . In panel B, the time course of decay of these tails with respect to the baseline (1= 0, holding current) is plotted in log At' vs. time coordinates . The decay of both tails is well fitted by a single exponential time course (T = 160 ms) . Note that the time constant of decay is independent of the amplitude of the tail currents. time course . Thus, the rate of decay does not appear to be dependent upon the amount of iK activated by the prepulse. This observation rules out any significant contribution of accumulation of [K+] to either the magnitude or the kinetics of iK recorded in single atrial cells in response to a 2-s depolarization . Thus, it is very unlikely that this K+ current, which causes repolarization of the action potential, produces a change in the electrochemical HUME AND GILES Voltage Clamp of Bullfrog Atreal Cells 18 1 potential for K+ in our experimental conditions . Furthermore, these data suggest that the slow outward K+ current in bullfrog atrial cells is adequately described as a single Hodgkin-Huxley process.
Background Time-independent Current In Figs . 12 and 15 it was shown that in the presence of TTX (3 gm) and after short-term exposure to either nominally 0 [Ca++ ],, or Cd" (1 mM), a small persistent inward current remains. The presence of this current precludes accurate measurement of the background time-independent (leak) currentvoltage relationship in single frog atrial cells. Because of the importance of defining the background current-voltage relationship for the quantitative measurement of the time-dependent ionic currents, we have further attempted to separate the persistent inward current from the time-independent background current(s). In these studies, atrial cells were superfused with nominally 0 [Ca"]. Ringers or Cd+"} (1 mM) for relatively long periods. Fig. 19 shows the results obtained from a cell that had been bathed in 3 ,UM TTX and 1 mM Cd++ for^-1 h. This pretreatment eliminates the persistent inward current, and the only remaining time-dependent ionic current is the outward K+ current, which turns on after a considerable delay (see Fig. 19 , inset) . Under these conditions, the background current-voltage relationship can be obtained by measuring quasi-instantaneous current changes 10 ms after the initiation of depolarizing or hyperpolarizing voltage-clamp steps.
In 2.5 mM [K+] o, the background current-voltage relation exhibits marked inward-going (anomalous) rectification at potentials positive to the holding potential (-90 mV). Therefore, in 2.5 mM [K+ ] o the time-independent background current is exceedingly small. When [K+] . is elevated to 5.0 and 10.0 mM, larger outward currents are elicited by depolarizing clamp steps positive to -70 mV. The resulting time-independent background currentvoltage relationships cross over, a phenomenon that has previously been observed in multicellular cardiac preparations, skeletal muscle, and egg cell membranes (for review see Hagiwara and Jaffe, 1979; Hille and Schwarz, 1978) . This cross-over effect is a characteristic feature of an inwardly rectifying K+ channel.
The data in Fig. 19 indicate that there is nearly complete absence of a negative slope in the background current-voltage relation . It is important to remember, however, that at potentials positive to 0 mV these I-V curves must include a contribution from the leakage current around the electrode. For example, if this leak pathway is nonspecific (E,.~v near 0 mV) and the seal resistance is 2 X 109 92, at +50 mV this outward leakage current will be 2.5 X 10-1I A, which could effectively hide any negative slope in the inwardly rectifying background current. microelectrode method has been shown to provide reliable electrophysiological measurements in these small isolated cells; the results obtained are very similar to data recorded using conventional microelectrode techniques (Table I) . Accurate transmembrane potential measurements can be made using this THE JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY " VOLUME 81 -1983 i(Xio-12 Al (mV) FIGURE 19 .
Time-independent background current in a single cell from bullfrog atrium. The background current was pharmacologically isolated by blocking the two transient inward currents, as well as the persistent inward current (3 tLM TTX and 1 mM Cd ++ for 60 min) . Its quasi-instantaneous I-V was measured 10 ms after the start of the command voltage step in 2.5 [K+ ]o, shown as (O) . Note that this I-V relation exhibits marked inward-going rectification. The solid symbols illustrate I-V curves obtained after [K+] .had been increased to 5. Note that the cross-over phenomenon is observed . See text for further explanation .
suction microelectrode because very large seal resistances (several gigohms) can be established. Moreover, as noted in Methods, the application of a constant negative pressure to the shank of the microelectrode minimizes the loss of the electrolyte (3 M KCI) into the cell . Since this technique permits intracellular impalements with low-resistance microelectrodes and since the The ability to use a single low-resistance microelectrode to voltage-clamp single atrial cells can be evaluated by comparing the results with those obtained using a conventional two-microelectrode technique which has one to inject current and one to monitor voltage. Both methods give similar values for the specific membrane capacitance (obtained from the integral of the capacitative charging currents) of single atrial cells. In addition, very similar current-voltage relations for TTX-insensitive inward current are measured with both techniques . These results suggest that the single-microelectrode voltage-clamp technique is suitable for studying ionic currents of 1 X 10-9 A or less in this preparation, since the voltage error produced by the I-R drop across a typical electrode tip (1-2 MU) is minimal (1-2 mV) . This degree of accuracy in the dynamic measurement of Em is sufficient for most voltageclamp protocols. However, series resistance compensation (cf. Sigworth, 1980 ; Fishman, 1982) can be used to reduce series resistance artefacts. Utilization of compensated feedback permits larger and/or faster ionic currents, such as iNs, to be studied semi-quantitatively .
The most obvious advantage of the single suction micropipette voltageclamp technique is the relative ease with which a single-electrode impalement can be made and maintained in a contractile cell. This dramatically increases the success rate of the experiments. Also, the ability to achieve very high seal resistances (several gigohms) ensures that the background (time-independent) currents recorded under voltage-clamp conditions actually reflect properties of the sarcolemma rather than current leaking around the microelectrode tip into the bath . The establishment of high seal resistance also makes it possible to determine very accurately the zero-current potential for each cell (i.e., the resting membrane potential) . This is a very important reference level for defining the direction of current changes.
An apparent disadvantage of the use of pipettes with small tip diameter is the inability to effectively perfuse the interior of the cell. This is a significant advantage of other recently developed techniques (Kostyuk et al., 1975 ; Lee et al., 1980 ; Hamill et al., 1981 ; Kostyuk, 1982) , since internal application of various blocking agents can be used to separate ionic currents. In future experiments, we intend to "pressure-inject" various substances (e.g., CSC12 and tetraethylammonium) into single frog atrial cells as a means of separating the different ionic currents. Our present results, however, suggest that the major currents, iNa, icg, and ix, can be separated on the basis of their voltage dependence and kinetics or by using bath-applied blockers.
The Sodium Current iNa In multicellular cardiac preparations the slow discharge of the membrane capacitance through a resistance in series with the membrane obscures the 81 -1983 onset of IN,, . This severely limits quantitative analysis of iNa using conventional voltage-clamp approaches (Colatsky, 1980) . The use of a single isolated cell would be expected to minimize this access resistance since endothelial layers of tissue and/or restricted extracellular spaces are removed . This should facilitate the rapid discharge of the membrane capacitance. Nevertheless, when one micropipette is used to voltage-clamp a single atrial cell, the pipette tip itself becomes a significant series resistance and constitutes the limiting factor that determines the rate of discharge of the membrane capacitance. The use of the single-microelectrode clamp to study iNa is also, in principle, limited by the relatively large absolute magnitude of the current . Our results demonstrate, however, that both of these limitations can be minimized by using positive feedback to compensate for the resistance of the electrode. With compensated feedback (a) the rate of discharge of the cell capacitance is significantly increased and approaches that expected if the internal resistivity of the cell is the only remaining limiting factor ; (b) the 1-V relation of IN . i s continuous and symmetrical and its shape and peak are very similar to those measured when the absolute magnitude of iN a is reduced by partially blocking doses of TTX; and (c) the kinetics of iN a are comparable to iNa measurements that have been made in isolated rat ventricular cells (Lee et al., 1979 ; Brown et al., 1981) , short rabbit Purkinje fibers (Colatsky and Tsien, 19796) or clusters of embryonic heart cells at 37°C . iNa data from single atrial cells seem to satisfy many of the criteria commonly used to assess the adequacy of voltage control (Johnson and Lieberman, 1971 ; Connor et al., 1975 ; Colatsky and Tsien, 19796) . The apparent reversal potential lies between +30 and +40 mV when [Na]. = 110 mM. This is in the range of the calculated equilibrium potential for Na, if [Na] i lies between 10 ( Keenan and Niedergerke, 1967) and 25 mM (Haas et al., 1963) . The peak inward current-voltage relation is quite symmetrical and the current traces decay smoothly with no evidence of "abominable notches." Interruption of the activation of iNa near its peak results in smoothly decaying transients, the latter portion of which reflects rapidly declining Na tail currents.
In addition, the size of iN a measured in our experiments seems appropriate for generating the observed dV/dtmax of the action potential. Thus, (a) using a specific membrane capacity of 2.3 /,F/cm2 (determined from analysis of capacitative transients), (b) a peak iNa amplitude of 5 .2 X 10-9 A (n = 9) or 68 ,uA/pF (measured in single atrial cells), and (c) assuming that Ii = dt Cm (specific membrane capacitance), a dV/dtm.X of the action potential of 30 V/s is predicted. This is similar to the mean value of 42 V/s previously measured in these cells . If the sarcolemmal caveoli increase the total surface area by 50% (cf. Masson-Pevet et al ., 1980) , then the specific membrane capacitance approaches 1 .5 I,F/cm2 and the predicted dV/ dt,.X of the action potential becomes 45 V/s.
This agreement, however, may be fortuitous. No rigorous checks have yet HUME AND GtLES
Voltage Clamp of Bullfrog Atrial Cells 18 5 been made of the extent of voltage uniformity during the activation of iNaThis calculation assumes that the excitatory response is a membrane action potential (i.e., that no propagation has occurred). Furthermore, the magnitudes of Z*Na have not been leakage corrected. Therefore, both the peak amplitudes and the apparent Ere,, may be underestimates . However, contamination of I*Na by background current(s) appears to be minimal (see Fig. 19 ).
The TTX-insensitive Transient Inward Current
The existence of two distinct transient inward currents in single isolated frog atrial cells is supported by three lines of evidence : (a) differences in the kinetics of the turn-on and turn-off of the two currents, (b) a 30-mV discrepancy in activation ranges, and (c) different sensitivities to Na' and Ca" replacement and to pharmacological blockers. Our data are therefore consistent with earlier results obtained in intact frog atrial trabeculae (Rougier et al., 1969 ; Haas et al ., 1971 ; Tarr, 1971 ; Connor et al., 1975) . Our results argue strongly against the possibility that this second transient inward current is an artefact produced by voltage inhomogeneity arising from a large extracellular series resistance (cf. Johnson and Lieberman, 1971) . Moreover, it is unlikely that the second inward current is merely a small component of iNa that remains in the presence of 30 g,M TTX. ?Na in single isolated frog atrial cells is highly sensitive to TTX. Tanaka and Barr (1982) have reported a KD of^" 10 -a M for saxitoxin, measured from [3H]STX binding in amphibian myocardium . Our data confirms this high sensitivity (Fig . 7) , and in addition, it shows that the second inward current remains even in nominally Nay'-free (-2 mM) Ringers solution .
The voltage dependence and pharmacological properties of the transient inward current recorded in the presence of TTX suggest that this current is somewhat similar to the slow inward (Na'/Ca") current, iai, which has been studied in a variety of syncytial cardiac preparations . However, the time to peak of this current in single isolated atrial cells at room temperature is 4-7 Ins at +10 mV. This is 10-20 times faster than that of i e; recorded in intact atrial trabeculae using a double-sucrose-gap voltage clamp (for comparison see Noble and Shimoni, 1981a, b) . This discrepancy might be attributed to the relatively low access resistance in a single cell preparation since intercellular clefts and endothelial cell layers are absent . Very rapid turn-on kinetics of the slow inward current have also recently been reported in calf Purkinje fibers using a three-microelectrode voltage-clamp technique (Kass et al., 1979) , although these data are not directly comparable, because of a temperature difference (37°C) . Our results do, however, differ substantially from recent voltage-clamp measurements of i.i in isolated rat ventricular myocytes . Thus, Isenberg and K16ckner (1980) report considerably slower turn-on kinetics of iei, even at 37°C. In addition, they find peak currents (when [Ca++ ] o is 3.6 mM) an order of magnitude larger than those reported here. Surface area estimates of rat ventricular myocytes (Page and McCallister, 1973 ; Powell et al., 1980) tubule system . The magnitude of our TTX-resistant transient inward current is much smaller in comparison, but its peak magnitude is sufficient to account for the maximum rate of depolarization of the slow response . Thus, assuming dV that Ii = dt Cm and recalling our measurements of C. = 2 .3 IiF/Cm 2, a peak amplitude of ica = 2.6 X 10-1°A (n = 8) or 3 .4 I,A/I,F, one would predict a dV/dtmax of the slow response of 1 .5 V/s. This is similar to the value of 2.2 V/s previously measured . This discrepancy might arise from our surface area estimates being in error because of the presence of caveoli (Page and Niedergerke, 1972 ; Masson-Pevet et al., 1980) . If the caveolae add 50% to the surface area, C m becomes 1 .53 I,F/cm2 and the dV/ dtn,. of the slow response will be 2.2 V/s. Alternatively, this current might partially turn off during the depolarization phase of the slow response (see Fig. 5 ), which would increase the disparity. The sodium current in squid axon exhibits this inactivation phenomenon when the rate of depolarization is slowed . As noted previously, none of our measurements of time-dependent current are corrected for leakage currents. It is interesting that the peak amplitude of ica (9 [LA/cm2) recorded in these experiments is similar to that predicted from earlier voltage-clamp experiments in multicellular cardiac preparations (Reuter, 1979 ; Kass et al., 1979) .
It is important to consider whether the transient TTX-resistant inward current that is measured in the range -10 to +10 mV can trigger contraction. The isolated atrial cells contract and relax in a phasic fashion when repetitively depolarized into the plateau range of potentials . Estimation by integration of the amount of charge entering the cell in response to a 250-ms depolarization from -85 to +10 mV, combined with the assumptions that (a) the charge is carried only by Ca++ , (b) it is distributed uniformly within the entire right cylinder, and (c) there is no significant efflux or sequestration for the first 75 ms, yield a total [Ca++ ]i of -1 X 10-5 M. Since a [Ca++]i of -5 X 10-s M fully activates the contractile proteins, this current can trigger contraction, although it must be remembered that noncontractile protein intracellular Ca`binding sites may be significant "sinks" in these and other cardiac cells.
A second functionally important factor is obvious from the time course of this transient TTX-resistant inward current. Because at 0 mV this current decays or shuts off completely within 100 ms, its turn-off is very unlikely to be importantly involved in repolarization. Moreover, it will be very small --125 ms after the upstroke ; thus, it cannot be responsible for the 300-500-ms plateau that is characteristic of the bullfrog atrial action potential. considered to represent a genuine time-independent background current (McAllister and Noble, 1966 ; DeHemptinne, 1971 ; Noble, 1979) . The single suction microelectrode technique substantially reduces the magnitude of current leakage around the microelectrode tip during current injection since large seal resistances (several gigohms) are established. As a result, such instantaneous outward jumps of current are not observed unless extremely large depolarizations frdin the zero-current potential are applied or relatively low seal resistances have been established. In our preparations, such instantaneous jumps of outward current immediately after depolarizing voltage-clamp steps reflect a component of linear "leak" current (not a property of the membrane), which is superimposed upon a background current through the sarcolemma (cf. McAllister and Noble, 1966 ; McAllister et al., 1975) .
When large seal resistances are established, an important property of the background steady state current-voltage relation of the single isolated atrial cell is revealed . In the region where an inwardly rectifying outward K current has previously been described (DeHemptinne, 1971 ; Noble, 1976) , we consistently find a region of steady net inward current. This is produced by a small inward current which fails to turn off (at least for^-10 s) . The existence of this persistent inward current does not exclude the simultaneous presence of an inwardly rectifying background K current. It is important to note, however, that this steady net inward current in this range of potentials must contribute substantially to the action potential plateau. Furthermore, it may be an important determinant of induced pacemaker phenomena.
Some evidence for an analogous steady inward current component in the plateau range of potentials may be found in previous voltage-clamp data from multicellular cardiac preparations . A steady inward current has been described in sheep Purkinje fibers (Dudel et al., 1967) . More recent voltage-clamp experiments in multicellular cardiac preparations have confirmed this finding and suggested that it may arise from incomplete inactivation of i . ; (Reuter, 1973 ; Trautwein et al., 1975 ; Gibbons and Fozzard, 1975 ; Kass and Tsien, 1975; Marban, 1981) , or from incomplete inactivation of iNe Colatsky and Gadsby, 1980) . The existence of persistent inward current has also been an essential feature of models attempting to reconstruct the characteristic long plateau of cardiac action potentials . In Noble's 1962 model, such a persistent inward current was simulated by assuming that a small component of gNe was time independent. In later reconstruction models for the Purkinje fiber (McAllister et al., 1975) and for ventricular myocardium (Beeler and Reuter, 1977) , both a residual INa and i~; were used to generate the long plateau phase of the action potential and to produce induced pacemaker activity . In retrospect, therefore, it is not surprising that the steady state background current-voltage relation in a single atrial cell has a region of persistent inward current beginning near -60 mV and extending up to at least +10 mV. Such a property is not only compatible with, but may be necessary for, the long plateau phase of the action potential, as well as the phenomenon of "induced" pacing, which can be observed in these single cells . 
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THE JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY " VOLUME 81 -1983 The ionic nature of this persistent inward current in isolated single atrial cells remains unclear. The voltage range over which it is activated is a complex region of the steady state current-voltage relation . Voltage-clamp evidence suggests that a number of passive ionic currents, as well as an electrogenic Na'/K' pump current, may contribute to the steady state current-voltage relationship (for review see Carmeliet and Vereecke, 1979) . In addition, this persistent inward current is difficult to study because its magnitude is quite small (3.0-5 .0 X 10 -1°A ) . This means that extreme care must be taken to define accurately the zero-current potential of each cell if this current is to be recorded consistently or if semiquantitative comparisons are to be made .
Our preliminary experiments indicate that the persistent inward current is insensitive to changes in either [Na+ ] o or [Ca"]. (Figs. 12 and 13) . Therefore, it is unlikely to be a component of ?Na or ica that fails to inactivate . As noted in the Results, relatively brief superfusion of a nominally 0-[Ca++ ]o solution may not remove Ca" that is bound to the sarcolemma. This remaining bound Ca' may be sufficient to support this persistent inward current. Indeed, longer-term (e.g., 30 min) exposure to nominally 0- [Ca++ ] o Ringers or to Cd++ (1 mM) does appear to eliminate the persistent inward current (see Fig.  19 ) . It is interesting that a similar persistent inward current has been described in Helix neurons (Eckert and Lux, 1975 ; Akaike et al., 1978) and in vertebrate motoneurons (Schwindt and Crill, 1980) , where it has been attributed to an influx of Ca++ . An additional possibility is that this current may have some properties in common with the nonselective current responsible for the oscillatory inward current observed after ouabain exposure in Purkinje fibers (Kass et al ., 1978) or the nonspecific single-ion-channel currents recently described in cultured rat ventricular myocytes (Colquhoun et al., 1981) . Outward Current(s) A limiting technical problem in the analysis of outward currents in virtually all syncytial cardiac preparations is the depletion and/or accumulation of K+ in restricted extracellular spaces . These phenomena may seriously distort the time course of transmembrane current changes and hence invalidate kinetic and reversal potential measurements (Maughan, 1973 ; Noble, 1976 ; Brown et al., 1980 ; DiFrancesco and Noble, 1980) . Slow outward currents recorded in the plateau range in Purkinje fibers were originally termed ix, and ix2 because their apparent reversal potentials were positive to calculated values of Ex. For the same reason, this terminology has been retained in description of outward current(s) in other syncytial cardiac preparations . However, whether the reversal potential for the slow outward current(s) deviates from the expected Ex as a result of K+ accumulation, or whether the ion transfer mechanism is not highly selective for K+, is at present highly controversial . In principle, the distinction between these possibilities can be made convincingly in single atrial cells, if the effects of extracellular ion accumulation are minimal.
Our preliminary analysis indicates that only one component of delayed rectification is observed in isolated single atrial cells. The reversal potential of this current is typically between -95 and -100 mV (n = 7) . Thus, it reverses very close to EK . Walker and Ladle (1973) calculated an EK of -94 :t 0.5 mV, based on ion-sensitive microelectrode data obtained in intact frog atrium when [K+ ] o = 2 .5 mM. This suggests the slow outward current observed in isolated single atrial cells can be identified as iK .
Although further experiments are needed to characterize fully this timeand voltage-dependent K+ current in single atrial cells, our preliminary results suggest that the outward current turns on with a substantial delay, so that it is separated in time from the turn-off of ice. In spite of this delay, significant activation of iK occurs during the time course of an action potential. This current must therefore be involved in initiating repolarization in frog atrium .
The data in Fig. 19 clearly show that the time-independent background I-V relation in isolated atrial cells exhibits marked inward-going rectification. In 2.5 [K+] . this current reverses near -90 mV, which indicates that it is carried mainly by K ions . The cross-over phenomenon observed when [K+ ] o was increased to 5 mM is characteristic of inwardly rectifying K+ channels and has been observed previously in trabeculae from amphibian atrium (Noble, 1976) and ventricle (Cleemann, 1981) . It is thought that this crossover provides a basis for the observation that when [K+ ] a is raised, the action potential duration shortens. Noble and Tsien (1968) observed a similar inwardly rectifying K+ current, ik, in sheep Purkinje fibres . They noted that its 1-V relation exhibited a significant negative slope and suggested that this may be an important determinant of the development of the pacemaker potential. As noted in the Results, our data do not show any convincing negative slope. However, the leakage current around the electrode may obscure this phenomenon .
In any case, the total time-independent background current is very small in healthy, normally polarized atrial cells. Functionally, this is very important because it means that there is very little K+ efflux during the relatively long plateau phase of the atrial action potential. Experimentally, this is also advantageous because the reversal potential of the transient inward currents can be obtained quite accurately without employing leakage correction procedures.
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